Tribeca and Vision Album Order Form
Congratulations on Choosing the Tribeca or Vision album! With care in handling and storage, the
Tribeca/Vision should prove to be a priceless heirloom to pass down through the generations. Because
custom albums like the Tribeca and Vision represent a considerable investment, we want our clients to be
thrilled with the album — not only now but for years to come. By taking a few minutes to complete the checklist, we will avoid any “surprises” down the road and ensure that your album is exactly what you hoped for.
Please initial your choices below.

1 The Images
To keep a clean and simple yet elegant look, we recommend that your album has an average of 2 images per side.
(A side is one side of a page, so each page has 2 sides). If
you prefer your images to be larger throughout the album
you may choose less than 2 per side average. For every 10
sides you order, you may direct that 2 images of your choice
appear larger in size than others.
To direct which images I chose for my album I have:
____ a. Set up a folder on my Pictage page called “Tribeca
Album” with the images inside
____ b. Enclosed a CD/DVD with my choices on it (on this
option you may renumber photos for your preferred
order)
____ c. Enclosed a list of numbers based on the Pictage
numbers (not recommended as it is harder to verify
in case numbers vary)

2 Sequence
While it is virtually impossible to keep an exact chronological sequence per image, your album will be in the general
order you direct (usually chronological). For example, each
side will pertain to an aspect of the day, eg. The ceremony,
the reception, etc., but the photos on the side may not be in
exact chronological order. It is common for the album to
start and end with a portrait type shot of the couple with the
wedding day in between. Some choose an engagement
photo to begin the album, but the choice is yours!
I understand the above re: sequence and I have chosen
to:
____ a. Begin the album with image #______ and end with
image #______ with the wedding day in general
order to follow.
____ b. Begin with “getting ready” photos and end with
“leaving the reception” photos
____ c. Let Aaron Imaging choose what would look best

3 Design
If you have viewed any of Aaron Imaging’s sample albums,
you noted a simple and elegant look with a lack of the
cheesy and cluttered designs common on cheaper albums.
We keep to this same pattern for all albums, and we have
been doing Tribeca designs since 2002 with 100% client
satisfaction. We offer an online preview to assure that you
are happy with the design. We offer 2 free changes to the
design. (A change is any redirection that affects 1 side. If
your change to the design will affect 2 different sides, that
would be 2 changes.) Additional changes are $10 each. If
you are super hands-on and very picky, you may meet with
us and direct the actual design of the album yourself at
additional cost.
I understand the above and I direct that regarding the
design I choose to:
____ a. Leave the creative license of the design to Aaron
Imaging, and I will see an online proof where I can
make 2 free changes and further changes for $10
per change.
____ b. I will meet with Aaron Imaging and direct the
design for an additional $40 per hour above the
album cost.

4 Cover
Album covers for Tribeca are a smooth jet black or a
rougher suede looking “distressed brown.” Both are top
quality leather.
I choose:
____

a. Black leather

____

b. Distressed brown

For Vision albums I will send a sample sheet as they offer
several combos.

OVER 

5 Pages

8 Other Options

We highly recommend a rounded page with Irish Linen
texture, but they also offer sharp corners and either plain or
sand-like pebbled texture.
I choose:
____ a. Rounded corners
____ b. Sharp rectangular corners (over time these tend to
get “bumped”)

The album comes with a standard storage box and sleeve;
you may upgrade to the premium storage box for $40.
____ Upgrade to premium storage box ($40).
You may also upgrade the size of your album at any point
before production, even after the design process. We
recommend a 10x10 or 12x12 for visual impact.
Upgrade album size to:

For texture I choose:

____ a. 10x10

____ a. Irish Linen

____ b. 12x12

____ b. Pebbled, sand-like grain

You may order additional albums for 40% off (must be exact
same design although size and type of cover may differ).
These make great parent or grandparent albums or gifts for
friends who helped make the day complete.

____ c. No texture, just a simple matte finish (not recommended)

If you choose to add an additional album, just indicate
your choices of:

6 Text

____ a. Size ( 8x8, 10x10 etc)

We offer 2 lines of text at the bottom right-hand corner.
Typical would be:

____ b. Color
____ c. Text and text color

“Aaron and Ericka”
“April 14th 1996”
Our two lines of text should read:

____ d. Page texture and corner shape

9 Payment
7 Text Color
For the brown cover, text will be black. For the black cover,
text can be gold, silver, or blind (black engraved into black).
After many years, gold and silver will eventually wear off
leaving a blind imprint, but they all look good to start.

Since we do not have a credit line with the album printers,
we must receive this completed form along with payment
before the album can be printed. Be sure to add NC sales
tax of 5.75 % to your total.

10 Customer Information

If I choose a Black leather cover, I would like my text to
be:

Customer Name:

____ a. Blind

Customer Signature:

____ b. Silver

Date:

____ c. Gold

Email:

Thank You For Your Order!

Phone:

